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Recent messages from President Poskanzer

On April 10, President Poskanzer shared news about the difficult decision to continue with remote instruction for the remainder of spring term, and to not hold Commencement in June. You can find the full text of this message here.

To mark the beginning of spring term last week, he also recorded a video message to the Carleton community.

Virtual Friday Flowers

From coast to coast and mailbox to inbox, the Carleton tradition of Friday flowers continues.

COVID-19 updates and FAQs

As a reminder, questions about Carleton’s response to COVID-19 or information about specific policies that affect your student on- or off-campus can be found on this website. We’re compiling information, including the most recent messages from college leadership and answers to your frequently asked questions. The FAQs are regularly updated as the situation evolves, and we recommend that parents check it every few days.

The site has recently been updated to reflect President Poskanzer’s announcements about the remainder of spring term and Commencement. We have also received a number of questions about the grading policy for spring term and recommend that parents review the updated “Academics” section in the FAQs for students.

A message from RJ Holmes-Leopold, Director of the Career Center

We are here for Carls. During this time of great uncertainty, the Career Center is even more committed to helping every Carl navigate the turbulent waters they are facing. Here are a few ways we are adapting to the changing world landscape in the time of COVID-19:

- Meeting with Carls one-on-one or in groups virtually via zoom, google hangouts, Skype, or phone;
- Developing an online learning series focused on understanding how to manage career exploration and advancement during a time of world crisis;
- Offering professional development workshops on effective strategies for a digital brand, digital shadow, and digital engagement;
- Leveraging the strength of the Carleton network to connect students with opportunities and potential mentors in the coming months.

We have no doubt that Carls will use their creativity and passion to create success, and our career team is prepared to walk alongside them in supporting that journey. See more about how Carls Help Carls in the Career Center.

Link to April 3 webinar for parents with Dean Livingston

Thank you to all of those who were able to join Vice President for Student Life & Dean of Students Carolyn Livingston for the parent webinar on Friday, April 3. We hope the information you received from Dean Livingston helps you and your student(s) navigate the coming weeks at Carleton.

If you were unable to watch live, but would like to hear the discussion, a recording of the webinar (audio and visual) is available here on the Parent/Family Gateway. The Gateway also includes links to many campus offices and resources to which information you might find helpful.
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